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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the basic biological statistics collected from the catch

and espapement of red salmon runs in the Nushagak District of Bristol Bay, Alaska,

for the years 1946-59. Tables of preliminary computations showing relationships

between the adult escapement and the returning run and between the seaward mi-
gration of juveniles and the returning run are also given.

INTRODUCTION

In 1946, under the direction of William F.

Thompson, the Fisheries Research Institute

began a study of the red salmon (Oncorhynchus

nerka) runs in the Nushagak District, Bristol

Bay, Alaska. Fluctuations in population levels

were of primary concern. Consequently, sta-

tistics relating each year's spawning escape-

ment to numbers and age composition of

progeny returning in subsequent years were
needed. We learned in the first year of the

study that the gill net fishery was selective

on age, sex, and size and therefore made
plans to obtain accurate statistics of numbers,
sex ratio, and age composition of the runs by

sampling both the escapement and the com-
mercial catch. A sampling system was or-

ganized by Thompson in 1946 and is still used

in the Bristol Bay area.

In this report, we present the basic statistics

collected from the catch and escapement from

1946 to 1959 and the computations which show
relationships between the adult escapement
and the returning run, between the seaward
migration of juveniles and the adult mn, and

other pertinent data.

A thorough understanding of these relation-

ships is of great importance to the fishing

industry of Bristol Bay in establishing a

basis for reliable advance predictions of the

numbers of salmon returning each year to

the fishery. The information in this paper

also provides complete and detailed informa-

tion on a particular salmon stock, which will

be useful to scientists attempting to under-

stand annual fluctuations in any stock of

salmon.

Information presented in this report is in

tabular and graphical form. Copies of the

original data are stored with the Fisheries

Research Institute, College of Fisheries, Uni-

versity of Washington.
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COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
OF DATA

From the Catch

The nature of the red salmon fishery in

Nushagak Bay determined the sampling scheme

used. Normally, several canneries operate in

this bay, but since fishing boats from each

cannery usually cover the same fishing

grounds, sampling was conducted from only

one cannery in any particular year, with a

few exceptions. Three main sampling loca-

tions were used: Alaska Packers Association

cannery at Clarks Point, Pacific American
Fisheries cannery at Dillingham, and the

former Libby, McNeil and Libby cannery

at Ekuk.

Most of the catch is taken by drift gill nets.

During the days of sailboats, which prevailed

through 1952, fishermen operated in subareas

within the Bay, but inasmuch as no separation

is made in catch statistics between the sub-

areas, the entire Nushagak Bay has been dealt

with as a unit. Once a day, or more often when
fishing was good, the catches were delivered

either to stationary scOws or to roving power
scows. On high tide these catches were brought

into the cannery, where samples were taken.

The elementary unit in this fishery is the

delivery from one fishboat. But, since boat-

loads were mixed aboard the receiving scow,

a sample was taken from the scow load as a

whole. Fish for the sample were collected

from the conveyer belt in a random fashion.

A standard sample consisted of about 250

fish, of which the first 100 males and 100

females were measured, whenever available.

The sex ratio was determined from the entire

sample. The overall sex ratio for a fishing

period was determined from all the sex ratios

observed in the period. Also, scale samples
were taken from the first 20 males and 20

females in each sample. Lengths were meas-
ured from mideye to fork of tail. In 1946, the

first year of sampling, measurements were
taken with a steel tape. In subsequent years,

measurements were taken with several types

of measuring machines developed by W. F.

Thompson. The latter method gave linear

measurements recorded directly on tape or

cards.

In addition to the drift gill net fishery, there

was also a set gill net fishery, which gained

more importance during the later years. This

fishery was conducted primarily at Ekuk
Beach, Igushik Beach, Clarks Point, Combine
Flat, Coffee Point, and, in former years, Ralph

Slough (fig. 1). The usual sampling procedure

was to obtain a sample regularly from the

Igushik Beach fishery and one sample from
one other set net area, usually Ekuk Beach or

Combine Flat. Samples from the set net fish-

ery were treated in the same manner as those

from the drift net fishery.

With the advent of power boats in 1953,

fishermen were not restricted to deliver their

catches to specific stationary receiving sta-

tions or to wait for a power scow to come by

to pick up their catches. They were free to

deliver to any company scow. This resulted

in considerably more mixing on the scows of

fish from all areas. Consequently, a sample

from a scow became more representative of

the entire catch.

Ordinarily, sampling was continued with

the same intensity during the entire fishing

season. Occasionally, sampling was suspended

during the last fishing period of the season,

when the catches dwindled to only a fraction

of the catches from peak periods. The extent

of sampling done each year is given in table 1.

Normally, there were eight or nine fishing

periods during the red salmon season in

Nushagak Bay. The periods were not all of

the same duration. During each period, all

measurements taken were combined into one

common unweighted length frequency dis-

tribution for each sex. The same was done

for the sex ratios. Since the total catch made
in each period was known, the number of

males and females caught could be easily

calculated. The seasonal length frequency

curve was obtained by weighting the length

frequency curve for each period by the catch

made In each period.



Figure l.--Nushagak Bay, showing canneries at which red salmon samples
were taken and locations of set gill net fisheries



Table 1.—Nushagak District red salmon catch and escapement sampling effort,
1946-59



Total catch figures (table 2) for the years

1946-50 are those given in the unpublished

Annual Reports for Bristol Bay, U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service,* and those for 1951-59

are taken from Simpson (1960). At times the

seasonal catches given in the Management
Agent's reports differ from the seasonal

catches obtained by combining the catches

from all fishing periods. This discrepancy

is no doubt partly due to the fact that catch

data by fishing periods frequently were as-

sembled in the field and included chum salmon,

which inflated the catch figures. But no cor-

rection was made for chum salmon in cal-

culating the weighting factors for the length

frequency curves.

From the Spawning Escapement

Escapement magnitude .—The spawning
grounds used by red salmon in the Nushagak
watershed are found in three major and two

minor areas. The Wood River system was

1 On file. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Biological

Laboratory, Auke Bay, Alaska.

the dominant production area during the period

under study, followed in order of importance

by the Igushik River system (Lakes Ualik and

Amanka), and the Nuyakuk River system (Lakes

Tikchik, Nuyakuk, and Chauekuktuli). The two

minor areas were Snake River (Nunavaugaluk

Lake) and the main Nushagak River including

the tributary Mulchatna and Kokwok Rivers

(fig. 2).

Escapements to these areas during the

period 1946-52 were estimated by combined
aerial and ground surveys (table 2). The sur-

veys in 1946 and 1947 were made to determine

the time and place of the major red salmon

spawning. After 1947, the surveys were di-

rected toward more quantitative methods.

Ground survey estimates were largely re-

placed by aerial survey methods. Beginning in

1953 the escapement to the Wood River lakes

was determined more precisely by enumeration

from towers on Wood River. Daily estimates

of Wood River red salmon escapements, 1953-

59, are listed in table 3, Towers for counting

salmon were also established by the Bureau
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Table 3.—Daily estimates of red salmon escapements, Wood River, 1953-59

[Number of fish]

Date



of Commercial Fisheries on the Igushik River

and Nuyakuk River in 1958 and 1959, respec-

tively. Within the Wood River lakes system,

escapement estimates of individual areas are

being continued to assess the percentages and

numbers of fish spawning in each lake and

major river. Escapement estimates for the

period 1946-58 were evaluated by J, R. Gilbert

and for 1959 by M. O. Nelson,

Escapement sampling .—Since 1946, exten-

sive annual sampling of dead fish on the

spawning areas has been conducted for length

frequency, scale samples, and sex ratio de-

termination. Dead salmon were measured
from mideye to hypural plate and measure-
ments converted to mideye-tail fork lengths

based on a conversion table worked out from
commercial fishery samples by R, E. Duncan

(1956). No correction has been made for pos-
sible differences in length between fish as

measured dead in commercial fishery samples
and as measured dead on the spawning grounds.

In general, larger samples were taken from
the more heavily utilized spawning areas.

Sampling was more comprehensive in the

Wood River lakes. Total numbers of fish

measured annually by sex are given in table 1.

Accurate determination of sex ratio of fish

on the spawning grounds is difficult because
of observed differences between sexes in

behavior during and after spawning, in time
of dying after spawning, in drifting after death,

and in selective feeding by predators. The sex
ratios from live and dead counts that were
considered to be most representative have
been used to arrive at escapement sex ratios

in the Wood River lakes for the period 1946-

58. In 1959, sex ratios for the Wood River
lakes escapement were obtained from daily

samples collected throughout the season by
beach seine as the salmon entered Lake
Aleknagik from Wood River, Daily sex ratios

in 1959 were weighted by daily escapements
past the Wood River tower enumeration site.

DETERMINATION OF AGE AND DIS-
TRIBUTION OF AGE GROUPS

The red salmon of Bristol Bay mostly spend
one or two winters in fresh water and two or

three winters in the ocean before maturing.

This gives rise to four major age components
in addition to several minor age categories.

The IBM program discussed earlier will

calculate the different age components of

both catch and escapement without the use of

length frequency measurements if represen-
tative age data samples are available. These
components can then be combined to examine
any relationships between year classes or

between escapement and return.

For the period covered by this report a

somewhat different approach was followed

because escapement sampling for age was not

conducted in the trunk streams as it has been
since 1960. ' For the years 1946-59, scale

samples from the escapement were taken on

the individual spawning beds, where resorp-
tion of the marginal areas of scales prevents

an assessment of ocean age. Therefore, it

was necessary to ascertain ocean ige from
length frequency distributions.

The size of adult salmon is largely deter-

mined by the number of years the fish spend

in the ocean. Those that have spent two winters

in the ocean form the small size group, and

those that have spent three winters in the

ocean, the large size group. These two size

groups usually differ in mean length by about

5 cm.

In addition to the above two size groups,

there are a small number of jack salmon
(males that return after one winter in the

ocean) in some years and a variable but in-

significant percentage of fish that spend four

winters in the ocean. In calculating age dis-

tribution, the jack salmon are included with

the small size group, and the 4-year-ocean

fish, with the large size group.

Further, since age composition in the catch

within individual fishing periods was generally

based on a scale sample one-fifth the size of

the sample used in determining length fre-

quency distribution, we felt that a better es-

timate of the distribution of ocean age would

be obtained by also using the available length

' Trunk stream sampling for age composition was

initiated at Wood River in 1959, but data were not

available for the other trunk rivers of the district.



frequency data. This was done in the following

manner:

1. Scales collected from the catch were
read in a routine manner. Length frequencies

of age groups .2 and .3' were tallied, and a

dividing line between these two size groups

was determined. This was done each year for

each sex. This dividing line was applied to the

total season's weighted length frequency for

the catch in order to arrive at the percentages

of small and large size groups of fish.

2. For the escapement, the dividing line

was ascertained from the length frequency

itself, which then gave percentages of small

and large size groups,

3. The scale readings for each fishing

period were weighted by the fraction of the

total catch in the period and summed in order

to calculate season values for percentages of

the fresh-water age groups within each of the

two marine size groups. Males and females

were combined.

4. The percentages of the age groups

within each marine size group were then ap-

plied to the catch, as well as to the escape-

ment, to calculate the number of fish for

each age.

This method assumes that the fresh-water

age composition within each ocean age group

is the same in the escapement as in the catch.

This assumption finds support in the fact that

fresh-water age has no detectable relation to

size at return, which would mean that the gill

net fishery has little differential selectivity on

' In designating age groups, Arabic numerals are

used to represent numbers of annuli, and a dot to dif-

ferentiate fresh-water and salt-water growth. An Arabic

numeral followed by a dot designates fresh-water annuli,

and Arabic numeral preceded by a dot designates salt-

water annuli.

fish of different fresh-water ages that are of

the same ocean age.

ORGANIZATION OF THE TABLES

The extent of sampling done each year is

given in table 1. Basic data on number of

salmon in catch and escapement are contained

in tables 2 and 3, followed by summaries of

the weighted length frequencies for males and

females in catch, escapement, and total run

(tables 4-9). Seasonal sex ratios in catch and

escapement are found in table 10, and the

numbers of males and females in table 11.

Table 12 gives the percentage distribution

for males and females in catch and escape-

ment according to ocean age, while table 13

gives the same information expressed in

numbers.

Table 14 contains a breakdown of percent-

age age distribution within the two ocean age

groups and with males and females combined.

The salmon returning in each year within

different age groups are given in table 15,

and the number of 4-, 5-, and 6-year fish

returning from a given year of spawning is

contained in table 16.

In table 17 the return is distributed by

ocean age groups. Table 18 contains the total

return of all ocean age groups from a given

year of spawning.

A further refinement is achieved in table 19

with the total return from a given smolt mi-

gration given by individual age groups. Table

20 contains the same compilation on a per-

centage basis. In table 21 the return of adult

red salmon per smolt migration inu-x point

is calculated.

Finally, the fishing periods for the years

1946-59 are shown as calendar charts on

pages 25-31.





Table 5.—Cumulative weighted length frequencies of female red salmon in Nushagak catch, 1946-59

Mideye-fork
length (mm.

)



Table 6.—



Table 7.-



Table 8 Weighted length frequencies of male red salmon in Nushagak total run, 1946-59

Mideye-fork



Table 9. --Weighted length frequencies of female red salmon in Nushagak total rvm, 194.6-59

Mideye-fork



Table 10.—Sex ratios of red salmon in catch and in

escapement, Nushagak District, 194-6-59



Table 12. --Percent distribution of small (.1 and .2) and large

(.3 and .4) red salmon, Nushagak District, 19-46-59



Table 13. —Number of small and large red salmon in each year's run,

Nushagak District, 1946-59 (Calculated from tables 11 and 12)

Catch Escapement Total run

Small Large Small Large Small Large

Males

1946



Table 14-.—Percentage of age groups within each size group as determined from scale

readings, male and female red salmon combined, Nushagak District, 194-6-59



Table 16.—Number and ratio of red salmon returning from the year of spawning as

4-year, 5-year, and 6-year fish, Nushagak District (Calculated from table 15)

[Year in parentheses indicates year of return]

Spawning



Table 17.—Number of red salmon by salt-water age groups, Nushagak District, 194-6-59

(Calculated from table 15)

Year



Table 18. --Number and percent retiim of red salmon from the year of seaward
migration as .2, .3, and .4 fish, Nushagak District (Calculated from table 17)

[Year in parentheses indicates year of return]

Year of
seaward



Table 19.—Number of red salmon by age groups in returns from year of seaward

migration, Nushagak District (Calculated from table 15)



Table 21.—Return of adult red salmon per smolt index point, Nushagak District
(Calculated from table 18)

[Year in parentheses indicates year of return]

Year of
seaward

migration



FISHING PERIODS, NUSHAGAK DISTRICT
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FISHING PERIODS, NUSHAGAK DISTRICT
1948
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1949
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FISHING PERIODS , NUSHAGAK DISTRICT
1950

1951
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FISHING PERIODS, NUSHAGAK DISTRICT
195?

1953

Rectangles correspond to 3 hours

^^^5i Periods open to fishing

Periods closed to fishing
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FISHING PERIODS, NUSHAGAK DISTRICT

1954
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FISHING PERIODS, NUSHAGAK DISTRICT

1956

1957

Sun. Mon. Tues, Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
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21
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FISHING PERIODS, NUSHAGAK DISTRICT
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